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As the guest author of the forward to ¥kld Guide to the Palms of the America, Robin Foster

nakes two bold statements: "Amazing. I thought it would be another twenty years before

;omething as useful as this came out ...
" and "This book is a shot in the arm of the study

)f palms." I could not agree more. This field guide will impact the taxonomy, ecology and

"thnobotany of palms well into the twenty-first century.

"But a field guide?" you say, "After all, the authors state at the outset, The Guide is not

1 taxonomic treatment but a field guide for nonspecialists'". However, the term "nonspe-

ialists" is not restricted to school children and casual tourists; it includes anyone who is

lot involved in systematic research on a particular group, even the Bactris specialist who

needs to provide rapid, reasonably accurate identifications of palms seen, studied, or col-

ected in the field: the ecotourist wanting to appreciate the ecosystem, the palm enthusiast

:ollecting seeds for distribution through the International Palm Society, the tropical ecolo-

;rn comprehensive monographs and, thus, a

el taxonomy of American palms in histon
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natives of tropical countries, has become interested in palms, and our knowledge of the

taxonomy of American palms is now based on extensive field work, well-collected speci-

new generation of palm biologists, representing research centers in both North and South
America and a total of over 30 years of extended periods of field experience throughout the

doubtfully distinct species and also groups of species that we consider to be part of species

complexes. ... Many species are thus quite 'messy' and not easy to understand. Herbarium
taxonomy does not have the methodology (and certainly not the number of specimens) to

fully understand this kind of variation ... [which] fells more into other fields. ... Our
particular concept means that in several instances we have not accepted species of previous

botanists. Wedo not imply that we are 'right' and the others are 'wrong' but stress we have

the variation denoted by all the species with loosely, coarsely woven but non-spiny leaf

sheaths. Likewise Coavthnmjx jcnuciiamiy C. htonilis. C. proctorii. and C. readii are all placed

By accounting for all known variation o(^ all neotropical palms within a simplified hier-

archy of conceptually clear-cut, easily distinguished species, this guide accomplishes some-
thing unique to the American palm literature: Any palm specimen can be quickly identi-

fied correctly to species (i.e. species complex), quickly plugged into the research network
and become a vital resource for eventually understanding the biological basis of species

variation in palms. This is the crux of the book's impact.

A successful field guide must also be easy to use and well organized. By any standards,

tory material (taxonomic concepts, palm geography, morphological structures, and con-
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m. Ceroxylon vogelianum and C. iasaimae both have arched leaves and clustered,

\ leaflets. Ceroxylon alpinum occurs below 1800 mand has pebbled fruits, whereas

' occurs above 2000 m and has smooth fruits. Ceroxlyon sasatmae occurs below

and has smooth fruits, while C. vogelianum occurs above 2000 mand has grooved
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